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... V. Assessment and Control Strategies The instruments, data and sample were very accurate and the interviewer was very good. REPORT Working in an environment where management practices are constantly changing, we continuously need to stay up to date with information that might effect our business. We have a thorough and comprehensive list of data sources in our company for obtaining
news on companies, news sites and business publications. We also keep track of regulatory news concerning industries related to ours. Important changes can have a large effect on our performance. Our internal communications are made in order to communicate the importance of such changes. Using a few techniques we can tell the company at large when a crisis occurs. LATEST NEWS January,
2016 One of the easiest ways to obtain business news is through business publications. These can be found at the local bookstore or library. These publications contain small articles, the length of which depend on the target market. Business periodicals are usually high-quality publications that give an overview of a field of business. They usually contain articles and are generally longer than the small
articles. They are published three times a year, in January, April and October. Another good source of business news is news agencies. They have a number of publications that are used by the whole world. Business is not the only topic of interest to them. For example, they cover political events, and some even cover economic and financial issues. This is why they are considered as a good source of
news. Business magazines are more in-depth than business newspapers. These have a more personal touch and provide more in-depth analysis of the news. They are normally monthly publications, but can be published quarterly. The business magazines are used by business professionals and to some extent by executives. The information is published to help them gain knowledge and expertise, as well
as to give them a competitive advantage. Business news websites are another good source of information. They provide news that is relevant to businesses. These news sites provide the latest information on the subjects they cover. They are also found on the Internet. In fact, they have increased in popularity over the past few years, since they provide a more flexible medium. Note: As of 2017, the vast
majority of internet content is now available for free. If you have any doubts about the reliability of information available online, the best thing you can do is to look for multiple sources. SECONDARY SOURCES In order to obtain information of interest 82157476af
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